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A number of room-ventilation design principlos afe in use. Common practice ín offices is to use
mixing ventilation. Increlsingly, however, displacoment ventilation is being applied; ideally, this
involves fresh air displacing contaminated air without mixing, There is very little quantitativc
documentation of actual improvcrnents in air quality resulting from the installation of such
ventilation systems. By meaas of a chamber sÌudy (an occupied office), the performance of
displacement vs. mixing ventilation was evaluated in term6 of exposure to a simulated (tracer
gas) body odor. Flow patterns of air and body odor wprc evûluatod using a signal-response tracer
gas technique. The mean age of tir was split lnto two ptts: a transit and a presenoe time,
lesPec¡ively. In case of a "smelling" occupant walking around in the office displacement vcntlla-
tion improved air quality by a factor of2 as compared to mixing ventilstion at an air change rate
of 4.3 h'r. At a higher air change :'ate (7,5 h't), the improvement came to a factor of 2,7.
Displacement ventilation is always at least as good as rnixing ventilstior or be!!er; bowcvet, it
perfotms better with higher air cxchange rates which mèy exceed those specified in accepted
ventil¿tion standards,

INTRODUCTION

A main objective of general mechânical ventila-
tion is to provide for acceptable air quality in the
zone of occupancy. Irt this respect, the performance
depends on the ventilation design principle. In recent
years, office ventilation systems using vertical dis-
placement air flow have been installed at a growing
rate (Holmberg et al. 1990). From the displacement
design principle, cool air fills the room from below,
ând "old" air is displaced upwards. The air flow
pattgrn in the room is assisted by convectivê cufrenls
from any heat source, for instance, the occupants.
Contaminants released from heat sources may be
entrained in ¡he convective plumes (Breum et al.
1990a). The contaminants could, for instance, be
body odor from occupants. If gonvective upcurrents
leaving the occupied zone are not balanced by supply
of incoming air and high level extract, a lâyer (a "front'r)
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of heated and contaminated air at the ceiling starts to
descend. The front stops where the air flow rate of
the convective upcurrents equals the supplied air
flow rate (Sandberg and Blomqvist 1989). In the
upper flow region, recirculation öf air diminishes any
spatial non-uniform distribution of contaminants. In
the lower flow region a non-uniform distribution is
sustained by the displàcement flow (Breum and Skotte
199 1).

The level of the front in a room is an important air
quality parametor. As a design goal, the front should
be located above the zone of occupancy. Another
important aspect is stability of the stratification. A
study of tobâcco smoke flow fields in an undisturbed
room with heat sources mentioned that oscupants
may cause a disorganized stratification (Nickel 1990).
A study on flow fields of a contaminant (tracer gas)

released from a source in an undisturbed room with a
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heat source reported that the m,ixing process of air
and tracer gas in the upper flow region was influenced
by people entering the room, but no disorganized
stratification was observed (Sandberg and Blomqvist
1989). No data seem,available on stability of the
stratification in a ¡oom occupied by people having,a
normal activity level, The primary objectives of this
study were, to supply data on flow fields of air and
contaminants in an.experimental office with seated
occupants doing paper work or using a personal com-
puter. Comprehensive studies are available on thermal
environment related to displacement ventilation (tilyon
and Sandberg 1990; Melikov and Nielsen 1989). There-
fore, thermal comfort aspects were not included in this
study. Dissatisfaction caused by body odor is well es-
tablished in recent research (Fanger 1987). For the
present study, a simulated body odor (tracer gas) was

. The theoretical models used
fields of air and contaminants)a., 1

FLOW FIELD CHARACTERIZATION

Flow fields of air and conÊaminants are usually
very complex, invol-vipg turbulence, so that a detailed
description is extremely difficult or even impossible
and experimental methods characterizing average be-
havior have to be used. A contaminant source may
have its own momentum flux crsating its own flow,
pattern. Consequently, flow fields of air dre general-
ly not identical:tO the floq¡ fields'of contaminants. It
is therefore nec.essary to rharacterize flow patterns
of air and cont4minants separarely (Breum et al. 1990b-).
The theoretical models used for characterizing,the flow
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fields ically venti-
latedr yduct(flow
rateQ t(flowrate
Qe m' system with
a constant flow rate Q is assumed, i.e., Q=Qs=Qe. The
nominal air chbfrge rate ii¡deiloted n, and n=Q/V. The
nominal'[i'me constant of the ventilation process îi
fn, âIld'tn=V/Q; '- : ¡ 

"'li', ,:r,1.? - t

Concepts of àg'e analysis

Consider a fluid element of aii,or contaminant
entering a room. A transit time"is heeded by the fluid
element to be locally felt at a small volume centered
at an arbitrary point p with-in the room (Gardin and
Fontaine 1990). For clarification, the transit time is
shown in Fig. 1. for the case that fluid elements (from
t=0) enter the room at a constant rate.-Let the mean
transit time be denoted rp. The fluid element is locally
present for some time and then leave. Let the mean
presence time for all fluid olements felt at,p be denoted
ôp. Note that the reciprocal of the presence time
represents the local air renewal rate (Gardin and
Fontaine 1990). The age of a fluid elemènt at þ is the
time that has elapsed since it entered the room. Let
the mean age be denoted pp. Mean transit time, mean
presence time, and mean age are related
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Fig. l. Transi¡ time needed by a fluid elemenr to be locally felr
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Three different populations of fluid elements in
the room may be defined (Sandberg and Sjöberg,
1983): (1) the total population of all fluid elements
within the room, (2) a local population of all fluid
eleme¡ts within a small volume centered at an ar-
bitrary point p, and (3),the population o,Ç.fluid ele-
rnents leaving the room.,For each of the populations
mentioned, there is a cumulative age distribution
F(t), which is the fraction of the fluid elements of an
age less than or equal to t. F(t) is defined over (0, -)
so that F(0)=0 and F("")=1. The co¡responding age
frequencf distribution f(t) is derived as' '\/"

f(Ë) dF(t)
T

T,'
t (t) dtr
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If p is at the exhaust, the population of fluid ele-
ments leaving the room is also described by Eq. 5.
The mean age of fluid elements leaving the roorn is
called the residence time. It is noted that the residence
time of air leaving the room is equal to the nominal
time constant of the ventilation process (Skâret 1986).
Let concentration at the exhaust be'dehoted Ce(t).
The age frequency distribution of all flùid elements
within the room ß (Breum trt8),,,. ',,.-

1- c"(Ë)

"f""ff(t) = (6)

ï
(r- )dtc"(Ë)

"f""7. "E

The mean age of all fluid elements within the room
is denoted <p>. From Equãtion 3 the mean age of all
fluid elements within the room is

The rnedn of the distribution is p, :ç¡st'e

J"t (1 )dt

FP(Ë) =

From Eq. 3, the mean age pp is

(7)

J"Q-
c"

However, the actual Lflow pattern of the room
investigated may deviatè from the defined ideal.
Therefore, the meqnlage.of air in the room would
be "high". The air exchange efficiency, p, is by defini-
tion (Skâret 1986)

p>
Ë",f (Ð,at = f tt-F(r) ) dû. (3) (r) dt)

, ì' ',til ; . .: - - ..J,; .¡ j
The age distribution can be determined experimen-

tally using a signal-response .technique: the signal Flow fields.öf fresh air
beiirg the injection 0f tracer gas or a contaminant and As a design goal for an efficient ventilation scheme
the response the measured concÇntrstion. The age of the zone of occupancy,rthe local mean age of air
distributio4 of,freshrair delivered f,o the roorn frgn.a should be low a& compared to the mean age of ,ex-
duct may be obtained from labelling the air with a hausted,air.,,By definition (Skâret 1986), the dis-
tracer gas injected at a point located in the duct. placemen[ flow pattern is considered most efficient
Three different injection strategies are widely used: for exchange of air within a room. If the air flow
(l) decay ("step-down'), (2) continuous injection.¡tt , patter.n of the room investigated were like plug-flow,
a constant rate ("stop-up"), and (3) pulse injèiiiön. the mean age of air within theroom wouldbe "low".
In the present study, the continuous injection strategy Let this mean age be denoted <!r¿>. Then
was used. Let the injection begin at t=0. At steady
state, the concentration at p is Cp(-), and the curnula- ,,. \ V
tive age distribution is (Biertm'19S8) <þa> = ù (8)

(4)

V<þa>

E
F" = frr-ffirar (s)

B w (e)
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It is noted that 0<B<1.0. An air exchange efficien-
cy of p=1.9 is achieved for ideal displacement flow,
complete mixing is characterizedby an efficiency of
0.5, while stagnant flow yields p<0.5.

Flow fields of contaminated air

The ventilation effectiveness, e is a common indicator
for the contaminant removal performance of a ven-
tilation system. Let at steady-state the room average
contaminant concg-ntration be degoted <C("")>. As-
suming that nq ncontaminants are delivered by the
fresh air supply, the ventilation effectiveness as a
room average is defined as (Breum et at. tegOU¡ 

'

Description of the experimental office
The tests were performed in a laboratory using a

mock-up of an office room (Fig. 2). In all resrs air
with a negative buoyancy was supplied through a low
velocity air supply terminal device standing on the
floor in,a corner of the roorn;-Air supply rate rrvas

rneasured by an orifice plate:,Air. from the room was
exhausted. through a grille mounted at center of the
ceiling. Exhausted air flow rate was measured by an
orifice ptâìe. Two chairs (A and B) ïatihg each oiher
were located at a table in the room. Atestrig (described
below) was'fixeü-un chair No. B. A'reading lamp
(60 W electric bulb) and ä personal computer were
standing on the table. The monitor was standing on
top of the fan-cooled processing unit. power required
by the monitor and the processing unit was 80 W and
150 \V, resþectiùely. . ¡;

Experimental procedure,.- , '

Keeping a balanc.ed ventilationprocess, tests were
carried out at three different nominal air change rates
at threä differènt conditiôns of ocôupancy. in each
test;.the supply air temperature,was set so that tempera-
ture at cenf,er of the room would be as close as
possible to temperature in the laboratory. This was
dono,iuorder to reduo'e convective'boirndary layer air

rflow átrho,wälls câused'by tiarisfei óf heatto or from
the lesû room'..Before each tesfj sufficient time was
allowed,:to.Âchievo'rsteady,staæ. conditions. Table tr

shews:a summary ofi'tiest conditions., Nöte that es-
.timatgd convective,heat loadsof theloffi.ce are listed
in..tþ.e table;,Duringteqt.ppriod$,:Oect¡panÈstyere seated
dojng UnrestlictedlwOfk,. jrïi ' .r,;t j:. , 

:.

, T¡acpr,gas (SFo),.weç i¡¡jected from a gås sroragø ba&
Its flow rate \vas maintained qonstanf at 0; I cmr min. I

'r;:r ; .j i'.{i r '¡

l -,;

METHODS

(10)

At local level, the steady-state ventilation effec_
tiveness, ep, is defined as

cp- (11)

thev ily on the
local ef-venr¡¡arion

location of

tion effectiveness is less than 1.0. As a design goal
for a desirable ventilation scheme, the local ueniila-
tion effectiveness for the zone of oçpupancy siould
behigh. ii , ;.1 .;i:
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Table l. Estimated air exchange efficiency.

1 the convective heat loâd of a Èca¡eal'pe¡son was eslimated ¡o be 100 ÌV (Ñickel 1990),

by means of _a,.gq$rtighh puop..with. ÊD:estirnâted
c on trol aco uraoy 9l:!3lo .,\{h en, measuring fhe mean
age of fresh air',,tbe'traqer. was injected: into the
supply duot at,a distance fr,orn tt¡e inþt,of,more tlian
80 times. fhe ductdiameter. lvhen'it enßers,'the::room,
Ithe tracer may, be coa¡siiþ¡ed,:hom ogoneôusly thixed
with the supply air (Fresser and Becksi 19E8), Tfacer
gas concentratiqns Ìvere reoþfded.:a{ "¿f test: itg : fixsd
atr ohair.'No J,,B.,Data wore obtâined, at the:following
levels (given in m).above ttfë-floorÌ 0.05, 0.40,'0.75,
1.10, 1.45, 1.80, and 2.05. Data were also obtained
at the exhaust duct. Data at an es¡imated accuracy of
t57o were collected sequentially with a 9-s sampling
interval using a multipoint measuring unit (Breum
and Skotte 1991). From rhe data obtáined; Fp(r) was
esrimated by fitting the function a(l-e.:¡+c¡ to tne
data obtained. By integration, pp was estimated fiom
Eq. 5. The mean transit time, rp, was estímated by
solving the equation Fp(t)=Q, i.e., tp=s/þ. Finally; çp
was estimated by solving Eq. 1" Roafr-I mean age of
air was estimated by integration (Eq. 7), and the
air exchange efficiency \ilas ohtained-from Eq. 8.
V/hen characterizing flow patternsof simulæed body
odor, an identical equipment'was used;for injecting
tracer gas from a point (the navel) on skin of the
person seated in chair No: A. \ffhèn steady staté

ð o n di ti ot¡s' w ere ac hieveditlie.per5on started to w alk
àround in the office ran'domly;'The p.erson kept
walking at normal speed until steady:qtatg condi-
tions úere achieved. Local ventilatiþn effectiveness
was estimated (Eq. 11) from the data obtained.

fiESUtTS ]'

' , Tests were porformed at three different nominal air
change rates. The estimated air exchange efficiencies
are listed in Table 1. For clarification, estimated
parameters characterizing the air renewal process at
local level are ohly given for one (4.3 h-^) of the air
change rates investigated. However, these data may
be considered representative. Figure 3,shows the es-
timated local mean age of air normalized with a
reference to the residence time. Figure 4 shows the
estimated rrieantransit time normallzed with a refer-
ence to the mean transit time of air at the exhaust.
Figure 5 shows the e.stimated mean presence time
normalized with a refereñce to the mean presence
time of air at the exhaust.

The flow field of a,simulated body odor was char-
acterized, at two different activity levels of the
occupant emitting the "odol". Figure 6 shows the
reciprocal of the local ventilation effectiveness in

'case of a seatedþerson being the contaminant source.

Nominal air change raEe

(h-1)

L.4 4.3 7.5

Occutrla_trclz r.', ' TesÈ

condiÈion

Heat 1oad"

(t{)

Àir'e¡ghange ef f iciency
(r)

'1'seabed person A 160 59 !65 sa

.l -

1 seated p-erson

usingia persånal
,' j :

compuÈer

B 3?0 55 66 62

2 seated persons.

1 person using a''

peiJonal' co¡nputeii'

c

f

470 57 64 59
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Figure 7 shows the reciprocal of the ventilation ef-
fectiveness in case of a walking person being the
contaminant source. t.
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Qualitatively, the pattern of air flow in a room can
vary from one extreme (short circuiting) to the other
(displacement flow). Between these, there is
perfect mixing. The estimated air exchange ef-
ficiencies (Table l) indicated a tendency [owards
ventilation by displacement. For comparison a field
study of office buildings ventilated from the mixing
design principle reported air exchange efficiencies
ranging from 367o to 577o (Majanen et al. 1987).

As convective heat emission from a source is in-
creased, the generated convective air flow rate is
increased by a factor of the cubic root of the increase
in heat emission (Nielsen 1988). Consequently, at
constant air supply rate the level of the front above
floor is decreased as convective heat emission is in-
creaseb, From the locai'mean age of the air (Fig. 3),

DtscusstoN , ..:

Several standards have been set for ventilation and
fresh air supply rates to offices. In the USA, the
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Engineers has set a standard which
will require 36 mi h-r per person (ASHRAE 1989).

ard, the present office occupied by
uire an air change rate of 1.6 h-'.
ed air change iates of 1.4 h-1,
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Fig,7, Vertical distribu¡ion of the reciprocal of the local ventilation effectiveness,
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the location of the front depended on heat load con-
ditions. From Fig. 3, the location at condition No. A
was not obvious, At conditions B oi c, the front was
located between 0.75 m and l.l0 m above floor.
However, the spatial resolution in data was insuffi-
cient to observe any difference between those two
heat load'condirionó. It is 

.äoted 
rhar af a level of 1.0 m

above floor, the convective,air flow rate generated
by an occupant may range from 20 m3 h-l toi0 13 h-t
depending on the vertical gradient in air temperature
(Fitzner 1989).

,In general, it is desi¡able that supply air ,flows
rapidly towards the zoñe of occupancy and that its
renewal rate is large:'In other words, for the zone of
occupancy, the,,transit time as well as the presence
time should be low as compared to the nominal time
constant of the ventilation process (Gardih and Fon-
taine 1990). A vertical stratification of local transit
time was observed (Fig. a). Howevèr, location of the
front w.as, not,obvious. Also a. vertical stratification
of local presènce time was observed (Fig.,5). þoca-
tion of the front at heat load condition A'was not
obvious. Consistent with Fig. 3, the front was located
between 0.75 m and 1.10 m above ftéor af load con-
ditions B and C. From litërature, no'dám seem avail-
able for comparison of the obtained estimates,of local
transit time and presence time, respectively. ''

The basic idea of ventilation by diS to
achieve supply air õoirditions in the e.
Therefo-re, the,level of. stratificati al
importanc.e, As observed from Fig. 6, exposure to
simulated -'body odor in the zone tif occupancy
increased gs nominal air cha.nge.late dec,reasè¿. et
an air change rate,of 1.4 h-r, ai.r quality at levels
exceeding 0J5 m above floo¡'was as if,the,room
were vêntilated from thé.mixing.design priñciple. Äir
quality was improved as ñôminaÍ'äir.cnangö iãre was
increased. Considering tl¡e,broathin g zone of a seated

factor of 1.7. This findin!'was consistenr.with a
previous chamber study (Fitzner 1988) reporting an
improvement in air quality with a factor of 2.5 to l0
by changing the ventilation design principle from
mixing to displacement. Location of the front was not
obvious in all experiments (Fig. 6). At an air change
rate of 1.4 h-', the front was located between 0.40 m
and 0.75 m above floor. At an air change rate of 7.5 h-1,
the front was located more than 2.05 m above floor.
The location of the front was not obvious at an air

change rate of 4.3 h-1. However, from the local mean
age of the air (Fig. 3), the front wasrlocated between
0.75 m a¡d l.lO m above floor at an air chanþe rate
o14.3 h-l ltest condition B and C).

From time t.o ti¡ne, occupants walk around in a real
office, As observed by comparing Fig. Z wirh Fig. 6,
a walking occupant may cause increascd mixing in
a room. This finding was consistent with a previous

a reference to mixing ventilation, exposure to body
odor qaused (le,s C) was
reduced by an, rate of
4.3 h'_r'and t an rate of
7.5 h-1.

A difference in ternperatu¡e.betwegf¡ a¡r andjsur-
faces spt up convective air flows. Aprevious.ciamber
study (Heiselberg ald Sgndþerg tg90) .noted ,that
boundary layer,,qirlflgw- at,,the: walls. rnay influence
flow patterns of,eir and,contahinants:in a,room. To
r"ç$uc g bo undary layer fl ow;at w alls, c¿iused" by. tran s-
.fg,r o( hegt ¡o o( from rthe, office,.'rhe difference in
temperarture-betwee,n gÊnter.of fhe'test office and the
laboratofyrwas kept,at a;minimum.(less thàn 2-3?C).
In,,a,IeAt gfficp,,,boundary layer flows,may, to an yet
tlnkngwh'gxÏent, influence flow patterns of airtand
conlami¡ants.:Howeter, from the presÞnt stirdy dis-
placerbent yentilation may have potentiàl for im-
proved indoor air quality in offices. Ir is emphasized
that displacement ventilation may call for an air change
rate exceeding that requirep by accepted standA,rds.
For the pffsènt stuily,.aá äir,change rate e*ceeäing
an accept^ed standard(ASHRAE 1989) by a facror of
2.7 was needed to'lmprove air quality by a factor of
1.7 as comþared to ntixíng ventifation. '

Attnougtr not included in'the presnet study, ther-
mal comfort aspects are of vital importance in the
design of a displacement ventilation system. Air supply
terminals located near the floor create nonuniformity
in the velocity and temperature fields of the occupied
zone. In a chamber study on thermal environment re-
lated to displacement ven[ilation, Wyon and Sandberg
(1990) observed for a wide range of heat loads that
thermal conditions at floor level may cause dis-
comfort due to cold feet, ankels, and legs. However,
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in a large field study, Melikov and Nielsen (1989)
found- that w.ell designed displacernent ventilation
systems may create thermal comfort in rooms, and, in
recent years, office ventilation'systems using dis-
placement air flow have been installed at a growing
rate in Scandinavia (Holmberg et al. 1990).

coNcLUstoNS ,,, ; :

above thþ zone of occupancy. At an air change rate
of ?.5 h-1, exposure'of ä seaied occupant to a simu-
lated body odoi froin a seated'colleague wâs reduced
by a factor of 7 as compared to _mixing ventilation.
At a lower air change rate (4.3 h-r¡, the improvemenl
came to a facior of 1.7. l

Occuþants walking aróùhd in an office ventilated
frorh theridisplacemeht design principle may cause
increased mixiñg in the room. Even so, displacement
ventilation provided an improved air quality as com-
pared to mix'ing veûtilationi!.In,case of a "sinelling"
occupant wal'kin the office,,the im-
proveme-nt came t at an air chànge_rate
of 4:3 h:'r and.2.7 ge'Íate'of 7.5 h-1.

From ,the present'chamber study, displâcèmÕnt ven-
tilation may have:potentíal for improvinþ-rair quelity
in offices,. Displacemerit ventilation is ahvays at least
as good:as.mixing,ventilation; howover, it performis
better with higher air ohange"rates which mâ:i exoeed
those specified in accepted ventilation standards.;Flow
patterns of air and contaminants in real.offioes miry
be diffprent,from those in a chamber $ud'¿..)There-
fore ;: in terven tion studies in: ther fieldzre n€Bded¡
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